Diamond Light Performance®
Certificate

Measuring Diamond Beauty

BRILLIANCE

Measures percentage of
the diamond returning
bright white light to the
observer.

DIAMOND LIGHT PERFORMANCE®
CERTIFICATE

FIRE

Measures percentage of
the diamond returning
bright colored light to
the observer.

SPARKLE

Measures the number
of light points and
determines how they
change from position to
position.
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Comparative Light Performance ® Measurements

Measurement 4

Other labs attempt to predict diamond beauty based on proportions and angles. GemEx scientifically measures each and every
diamond for the Light Performance® results shown on the GemEx Certificate. The bar graphs show the Brilliance, Fire and Sparkle of
each individual diamond.

The Bar Graphs

The diamond analysis is performed in a controlled lighting environment that is used to capture multiple angles of light. Thousands
of diamonds were measured to determine the range of achievable performance for each diamond shape.

• White light
• Color light
• Scintillation

The BrillianceScope® Analyzer is an imaging spectrophotometer that scientifically measures how a diamond reflects, refracts, and
focuses light. GemEx developed the BrillianceScope® to scientifically measure diamonds for three distinct qualities:

Light Performance® Measurement

Diamond beauty is determined by how well a diamond plays with light. A diamond without quality Brilliance,
Fire and Sparkle will exhibit a dull and lifeless appearance. When a diamond possesses the Brilliance, Fire and Sparkle,
the diamond is guaranteed to display eye catching beauty.

Millions of Diamonds Certified for Brilliance, Fire and Sparkle

Glue Area
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